











































































































































 Figure 4. Developmental model. The L1 lexicon is depicted in the upper part of the model, the L2 lexicon in the 
lower part. To save space only lexical and combinatorial nodes are shown. pop and bal are nouns in L1 and doll 
and ball are verbs in L2; ‘S-gen’ and ‘N RC’ are combinatorial nodes. Consecutive model states during different 
































































































































































































































































































































































































a)	 De	gitaar	van	de	jongen	is	groen	 	 	 of-genitive,	related	
	 [The	guitar	of	the	boy	is	green]	
b)	 De	jongen	zijn	gitaar	is	groen		 	 	 s-genitive,	related	
	 [lit.	The	boy	his	guitar	is	green	(boy’s	guitar)]	 	
c) 							De	ezel	van	de	jongen	is	groen	 	 	 of-genitive,	unrelated	
[The	donkey	of	the	boy	is	green]	
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